The 2nd Internship and Job Fair for International Students

(2016, Fall)

Hosted by International Office of Antai College of Economics and Management (ACEM), Shanghai Jiao Tong University

Date: Dec 9th, 2016, Friday

Time: 14:00-17:00

Venue: B200 Gate Hallway, Antai College of Economics and Management, Shanghai Jiao Tong University, No.1954 Huashan Rd, Shanghai

Open to all International students for free! (Degree Program students are preferred)

- 20+ companies seek exclusively international students for internship and job positions
- Diversified business such as consulting, real estate, IT, biotechnology, engineering, international trading, FMCG, education institute, and enterprise incubator, etc.
- Hand in CVs directly to HR/department head.
- Ask questions directly to HR/department head/entrepreneurs

The International Office of ACEM organizes Internship and Job Fair for International Students twice a year in fall semester and spring semester.

Dress Code: Business Formal

Please bring CV with you!

Please visit https://www.sojump.hk/jq/11053124.aspx

Or scan the QR code to sign up for the job fair:
Confirmed Companies:

Huawei
Huawei is a global leader of ICT solutions. Huawei’s network equipment, IT products and solutions, and smart devices are used in 170 countries and regions. Huawei ranked 228th on the Global Fortune 500 based on its revenue in 2014. In 2014, the company’s revenue reached approximately USD 46.5 billion.

Fantasia Agedcare Investment & Management Co., LTD
Founded in 1998, Fantasia was successfully listed on the Main Board of The Stock Exchange of Hong Kong in November 2009 under the stock code 1777. Having completed its business strategic layout in the upcoming era of mobile internet and customer big data, Fantasia Group has evolved into a leading financial holding group.
in China, with a business model driven by financial operations, anchoring on services, and supported by property development. Fantasia conducts full-range of operations and community services, covering eight major areas of value-added services in 181 cities in mainland China, namely – financial services, Colour Life Group, property development, international commercial community services, cultural and tourism, commercial services, senior citizen services and education. So far, the Group has three publicly-listed companies – Fantasia Holdings Group (01777.HK), Colour Life (01778.HK) and Home E&E (834669.CC). It has become the world’s largest residential community service operation provider. Currently, Fantasia is progressing with its international business expansion plan and has established branches in Hong Kong, Taipei, Singapore and Tokyo as well as investing property development projects in Singapore, the United States of America and Taiwan.

**May Time Consulting**
May Time Consulting is based in Shanghai, focusing on innovation research, credit rating and business bridge to help foreign companies enter Chinese market. We can offer you stable and interesting jobs in a friendly, young team and you can earn the working experience in China.

**FIELDS China**
FIELDS (a member of Sun Art Retail Group 6808.HK) is a Shanghai-based company that kick-started the online grocery shopping revolution in China. Established in 2009 in response to food safety scares in China, FIELDS China helped to kick-start the online grocery shopping revolution in Shanghai. In October 2013, successful Series A fundraising saw the company secure sufficient investment to dramatically improve its operations and infrastructure. The company expanded, delivering not only in Shanghai, but also in other major east coast cities (including Nanjing, Suzhou and Hangzhou), growing to more than 300 staff.

**Qurgen Inc.**
Qurgen Inc. is a biotech company founded in Michigan, US in 2012.

**OneBox**
OneBox was founded in Shanghai HuangPu Province since 2015 as our brand. We are a new company in the online recipe kit delivery market and a new media broadcasting healthy gourmet culture. This is a great opportunity to gain experience at a rapidly growing start-up, if you are a great food fan, we are waiting for you join.

My Gym
My Gym was created in 1983 by William Caplin and Yacov & Susi Sherman, who opened their first two My Gyms in Santa Monica and Van Nuys, California. Utilizing their experience in the fields of sports, dance, early childhood development, kinesiology and gymnastics.
There are currently more than 230 My Gyms in over 25 countries throughout the world. Each year, more than one million children enjoy the age-appropriate, noncompetitive classes and birthday parties My Gym offers. By 2011, My Gym plans to have over 300 facilities in more than 50 countries.

NewVision International Education Group
Shanghai NewVision International Education Group was established by a team of experienced foreign teachers with years of experience in international education and academics. Putting together their resources to help Chinese students who attend international schools or bilingual schools, with language training and core subjects training. New vision has grown into an international education and business training institute pioneering in a holistic education. New vision has developed scrupulous relationships and partnerships with world leading Universities, exam and study guides publishing bodies and renowned academicians.

Danker
Yihu Investment was founded in 2015, we located in Zhangjiang National Innovation Demonstration Zone." Danker" is the business incubator brand belongs to Yihu investment, which provides excellent co-working & co-living space for startup companies. Our professional services providing for all startup companies include
Roomin Shanghai
Since our establishment in 2010, Roomin Shanghai has helped people of more than over 50 nationalities to find a place in Shanghai. We are known for being flexible and going beyond our capacity to help our customers. That means that besides the apartment search targeted to each individual’s needs, we also guide the customer in his/her basic settlement in the city, from phone card purchases to police registrations or bank account openings.

Stellour Group
Stellour provides consulting services to students who want to study in the US, Canada, UK, Australia, and New Zealand. Founded in California, our consulting team consists of qualified overseas experts and experienced local staff.

Shanghai D&M Business Trade co., LTD
Established in Sep. 2013, Tier 1 supplier for Supermarket (e.g. AUCHAN, Family, Carrefour Supermarket, international business and trading between China and Malaysia.